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Abstract—Formal specification provides the means to verify a system’s correctness and this can be done by the development technique of refinement of formal specification. Considering the multiple views of a system, in integrated formal specifications, will introduce more than one refinement that can be applied to the specification. This paper investigates the interaction of the different parts of an integrated specification under refinement. The integrated notation of CSP-OZ integrates the behaviour based language CSP with the state based notation, Object-Z. In such integrated notation, not only different views of a system are available, but the refinement relations in both parts are also of different basis.

I. INTRODUCTION

First introduced by Dijkstra [1] and Wirth [2] in the early seventies, refinement is a step-by-step process of development where a specification is transformed into more detail or concrete specification. The idea behind refinement is the notion of substitutivity where a specification can be replaced with another specification without noticeable behaviour being detected by users [3]. The process involves resolving uncertainties in the abstract specification, as well as making it more implementable in the target programming language. The uncertainties of the abstract specification could be in terms of choices that are left open or underspecified operations.

A number of work have been done on combining the different views of formal specification (see, e.g., [4], [5], [6]). The idea behind all approaches to such a combination is to define a comparable semantics [7] for the different specification languages, mostly by interpreting one language into the semantics of the other. Consequently this means that, if we have an integration of two different specification languages, we can apply at least two different refinements to the specification as well. This paper discusses the application of refinement of different languages in such setting. Specifically we will look into the problems that might occur in one part of an integrated specification when we apply refinement to the other part of it. The discussion will be based around the integrated specification language of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [8] and Object-Z [9], called CSP-OZ, as defined in [10], [11] and [12] also integrate CSP with Object-Z using simpler approaches.

II. RELATED WORK

State-based view of communicating processes has been explored in [13] and [14] where simulation techniques for processes, similar to those found in Z, are developed and proved. The approach in [13] employs labelled state-transition systems in deriving corresponding CSP semantics for processes and their refinements in a state-based setting. Another similar work has also been done in [15] by adopting weakest preconditions over action systems, and furthermore [16] (also in [17]) investigated the same problem by deriving concurrent refinement in relational setting.

In integrated specifications, refinement in one view is applicable by assuming the other view of the specification remains unchanged. This is the approach taken in [18] to define data refinement for CSP-CASL specification. The same approach is also used in [10], which defines data refinement for CSP-OZ specification.

This paper presents and investigates the refinements of CSP-OZ specification, where more than one refinement relations exist and can be applied by restricting the changes in the other part of the specification.

III. THE CSP-OZ

The combination of CSP and Object-Z discussed in this paper, is based on the one described in [19], which is called CSP-OZ, where Object-Z classes are also given a CSP semantics. That is, the syntax of an Object-Z class has been extended to include the definition of the CSP process of the class and channels, which is called the CSP part of it.

The following is an example of a CSP-OZ specification of a buffer. Due to some conventions used in CSP-OZ specification, we add keyword “com” to the operation names to reflect the fact that we use the blocking mode of operations. The CSP part of the class defines the behaviour or the sequence of operations taking place.

```plaintext
ABuffer
method AIn[x? : N], AOut[y! : N]
mainA = AIn → (mainA □ AOut → mainA)
aitems : N #aitems < 10
Init
aitems = Ø

com_AIn
Δ(aitems)
in? : N
[ in? ∈ aitems ]
aitems' = aitems \ {in?}

com_AOut
Δ(aitems)
out! : N
[ out! ∈ aitems ]
aitems' = aitems \ {out!}
```

In the class ABuffer above, the CSP part of the class offers a choice to the environment after event AIn has taken place.
The subsequent event could be either $Ain$ or $AOut$ and this is determined by the user or environment of the $ABuffer$ process.

IV. REFINEMENT IN CSP-OZ

The specification of a CSP-OZ class comprises of two parts, where the CSP part defines the behaviour of the class as a CSP process and the OZ part defines the class’ data structure and operations.

Although the OZ part is given CSP semantics and thus can be treated as a CSP process by itself, however, Z refinement simulations are still needed in order to refine the class’ operations and data types. This is because there is no state information available in the semantic representation, either from the operational or the denotational semantics, of a CSP process [10, pp 106]. Therefore, Z refinement is used in order to deal with the state information in the OZ part of CSP-OZ specification.

The failures semantics of CSP only records the availability of events that correspond to operations of the OZ part, and not the resulting state of the class after an operation is executed. For example the following class $A$ may end in either one of two different states, in the OZ part of it, and this is due to the non-determinism in operation $Op_1$. This information, however, is not captured in the process of the CSP part. Thus, in order to deal with the non-determinism in the OZ part of CSP-OZ specifications, Z refinement can be applied in the OZ part, while CSP refinements are applicable to the process in the CSP part.

Therefore, given a CSP-OZ class $CSPA || OZA$, and assuming that the CSP part remains unchanged, one can apply Z refinement to it to become a more concrete class [10], lets say $CSPB || OZB$, with a retrieve relation $R$. We can say that $CSPA || OZA \subseteq Z\ CSPB || OZB$ under retrieve relation $R$ with $CSPA = CSPB$. Such refinement is provable to hold by either forward or backward simulation of Z refinement or both. For example we can reduce the non-determinism in class $A$ by refining the OZ part as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{com}_\text{Op}_1 \left( \Delta(x_a) \right) & \quad \text{com}_\text{Op}_2 \left( \Delta(x_a) \right) \\
x'_a \in \{1,2\} & \quad x_a = 1 \Rightarrow x'_a = 3 \\
& \quad x_a = 2 \Rightarrow x'_a = 4
\end{align*}
\]

which is a forward simulation of Z refinement with the following retrieve relation $R$

\[
R \\
A.\text{STATE} \\
C.\text{STATE} \\
x_a \in \{1,2\} \Leftrightarrow x_e = 1
\]

The same technique is also applicable when we consider CSP refinement for the CSP part of a CSP-OZ class. Assuming the OZ part remains the same, either traces or failures refinement can be applied to the CSP part of the class and the resulting concrete class is a refinement of the abstract one under the chosen refinement. For example, we apply traces refinement to the CSP part of class $C$ above as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{com}_\text{Op}_1 \left( \Delta(x_e) \right) & \quad \text{com}_\text{Op}_2 \left( \Delta(x_e) \right) \\
x'_e = 1 & \quad x_e = 1 \Rightarrow x'_e = 3 \\
& \quad x_e = 2 \Rightarrow x'_e = 4
\end{align*}
\]

This, however, is not true if there are changes made to the other part of the class while refining the other, where the changes result in incompatibility (that is not a refinement). For example, the following class $E$ is not a refinement of class $C$ due to the changes made in the OZ part of the class with an extra operation $Op_3$ has been added

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{com}_\text{Op}_1 \left( \Delta(x_e) \right) & \quad \text{com}_\text{Op}_2 \left( \Delta(x_e) \right) \\
x'_e = 1 & \quad x_e = 1 \Rightarrow x'_e = 3 \\
& \quad x_e = 2 \Rightarrow x'_e = 4
\end{align*}
\]
This suggests that both refinements, of the CSP part and the OZ part, may be done at the same time and the resulting class will still be a valid refinement of the abstract one. For example, class $D$ is also a refinement of class $A$, where both parts have been refined.

As we can observe from the example, we have both traces and $Z$ refinements between classes $A$ and $D$. That is given $A = CSP_A \parallel OZ_A$ and $D = CSP_D \parallel OZ_D$, we have $CSP_A \subseteq_T CSP_D$ and $OZ_A \subseteq_Z OZ_D$. Therefore, we do not need to have equal $OZ$ parts in order to refine the CSP part, or the other way round, as mentioned in [10]. All we need is that there exists a refinement$^1$ in one part while refining the other.

Another interesting observation that we can get from the example is that, we cannot apply the transitive property of refinement between classes $A$, $C$ and $D$ to imply that $A \subseteq D$. Although we have a refinement between $A$ and $C$ as well as between $C$ and $D$, these refinements, however, are of different ordering. The refinement that we have between $A$ and $C$ is a traces refinement where $A \subseteq_T C$ with $CSP_A \subseteq CSP_C$, while $Z$ refinement exists between $C$ and $D$ with $OZ_C \subseteq OZ_D$. Thus the transitive property of refinement ($A \subseteq C \land (C \subseteq D) \Rightarrow A \subseteq D$) does not work in this case. The transitivity of refinement in this case can be worked out at the semantic level by showing that the semantic of $D$ is within the semantic of $A$. We will not pursue this here at the moment, but will consider it as part of future work.

A. The CSP Part and $Z$ Refinement

Whenever there is non-determinism in an operation of the OZ part, then we would expect that the operation may end up in more than one after state. Depending on how the specification is specified, each of the after state may lead to a different operation being enabled. Hence what operation follows next is determined by which state will become available.

As an example, consider the following CSP-OZ class $P$

$$\begin{align*}
\text{com}_O p_3 & \Delta(x_e) \\
x' = x + 1 \\
y' = y \cup \{x_e\}
\end{align*}$$

where the non-determinism in $Op_a$ results in either $Op_b$ or $Op_c$ will be enabled. Here we have two different sequences of operations in the OZ part of class $P$ and the non-determinism is reflected in the CSP part as well, where event $Op_a$ leads to two different events.

On the other hand, for the second scenario, the non-determinism in the operation of the OZ part may be handled by only one operation as shown in the following CSP-OZ class $Q$.

$$\begin{align*}
\text{method } & Op_a; Op_b \\
\text{main } & = Op_a \rightarrow Op_b \rightarrow \text{Stop} \\
\text{com}_O p_a & \Delta(x) \\
& \begin{cases} 
  x = 0 \\
  x' \in \{1, 2\}
\end{cases} \\
\text{com}_O p_b & \Delta(x) \\
& \begin{cases} 
  x = 0 \\
  x' = 3 \\
  x = 2 \Rightarrow x' = 4
\end{cases}
\end{align*}$$

In this case, there is only one possible sequence of operations. Thus no non-determinism, due to the non-determinism in operation $Op_a$ of the OZ part, can be introduced in the process definition of the CSP part. Also, the trace in the CSP part will represent the sequence of operations of the OZ part that will give two possible paths.

Although the CSP part and the OZ part of a CSP-OZ specification represent two different CSP processes that interact via CSP parallel operator, since the process of the CSP part is usually defined within the behaviour of the OZ part, it is assumed that the following holds for every CSP-OZ specification within this paper.

$$traces(CSP) \subseteq traces(OZ)$$

This is also due to the fact that the CSP part restricts the order of operations of the OZ part. With this assumption in place, it is only in the first scenario where $Z$ refinement in the OZ part of a CSP-OZ class could affect the process definition of the CSP part.

Thus resolving non-determinism of an operation by refining the OZ part will remove the corresponding non-determinism in the CSP part as well. This is because the containment of the traces should still hold in the concrete specification. This is shown in figure 1 below.

On the other hand, if there exists non-determinism in operations of the OZ part of a CSP-OZ specification that is not reflected in the process definition of the CSP part$^2$ as discussed

$^1$This may also mean that the other part is equal as proposed in [10].

$^2$There is no unique process specification for a CSP-OZ class, since we can define the order of the operations in any order. See [20], [21] for translating $Z$ specification to CSP.
in the second scenario, refining the OZ part to reduce the non-determinism will not affect the CSP part of a CSP-OZ specification. This is illustrated in figure 2 below, where we remove the non-determinism in $O_{pb}$. The restriction on traces containment, $traces(CSP) \subseteq traces(OZ)$, remains valid after the refinement.

B. The OZ Part and CSP Refinement

Since the process of the CSP part imposes restrictions on the execution of operations of the OZ part, applying CSP refinement to the CSP part could further escalate the restrictions. This is because the refinement in the CSP part will further reduce the possible traces of the specification. For example in traces refinement, traces of the concrete process should be contained in the traces of the abstract process. Failures refinement also requires traces containment between the traces of the concrete and abstract specifications. Thus, refining the process in the CSP part will further reduce the possible traces of the specification and these are the traces within which the operations of the OZ part will be executed.

Although the refinement does not directly change the specification of the OZ part, however, it does affect the operations that will become available and their order of execution. This affects the OZ part in such a way that some states may become unavailable. This subsection discusses on how traces and failures refinements of the CSP part affect the OZ part of a CSP-OZ specification.

1) CSP Traces Refinement: When traces refinement is applied to the CSP part, some (or part) of the traces might be removed. As an example consider the following CSP-OZ specification

$$A \quad \text{method } Op_1, Op_2, Op_3$$

where traces refinement is applied to the CSP part to get the following process

$$\text{main} = Op_1 \rightarrow Op_2 \rightarrow Op_3 \rightarrow \text{Stop}$$

As we can observe, the set of traces for the abstract CSP process is as follows

$$\{\emptyset, \langle Op_1 \rangle, \langle Op_1, Op_2 \rangle, \langle Op_1, Op_2, Op_3 \rangle\}$$

and for the concrete process is

$$\{\emptyset, \langle Op_1 \rangle, \langle Op_1, Op_2 \rangle\}$$

Thus we have traces refinement in the CSP part. The refinement and the corresponding operations and states of the OZ part is shown in figure 3(A and B). The corresponding states of the OZ part are $S_0 = \{(x \rightarrow 0)\}$, $S_{1a} = \{(x \rightarrow 1)\}$, $S_{1b} = \{(x \rightarrow 2)\}$, $S_{2a} = \{(x \rightarrow 3)\}$, and so on. Due to the non-determinism in $Op_1$, the state of the specification after the operation is either in $S_{1a}$ or $S_{1b}$ as shown in figure 3. There are also non-determinism in the other operations as well.

After traces refinement is applied to the CSP part, operation $Op_3$ of the OZ part is no longer available in the concrete specification and the states $S_{3a}$, $S_{3b}$, $S_{3c}$ and $S_{3d}$ have also been removed (see figure 3B).

3Figure A for the abstract specification and B for the concrete specification.
2) CSP Failures Refinement: Considering the failures refinement in the CSP part, the only impact that we may have to the OZ part is in terms of the way the non-determinism is resolved under the refinement. This is because the non-determinism that we have in the CSP part of a CSP-oZ specification are the consequence of the non-determinism that exist in the operations of the OZ part, removing one of them under failures refinement will disallow the corresponding non-determinism in the OZ part. This is illustrated in figure 4 below, where we refine the CSP part by removing the non-determinism in the initial event of the CSP part.

Corresponding OZ part, as well as the concrete CSP part after the refinement, is shown in the right-hand side of the figure. We also remove the alternate path of the OZ part to avoid a deadlock.

As an example consider the following CSP-OZ specification of class A

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \quad \text{method } Op_a; Op_b; Op_c \\
& \quad \text{main } = Op_a \rightarrow Op_b \rightarrow \text{Stop} \land Op_a \rightarrow Op_c \rightarrow \text{Stop} \\
\end{align*}
\]

where we have non-determinism in Op_a, which non-deterministically assigns the value 1 or 2 to variable x. The non-determinism is reflected in the CSP part where both of the following set of traces are possible.

\[
\begin{align*}
tr_1 &= \emptyset, \{Op_a\}, \{Op_a, Op_b\} \\
tr_2 &= \emptyset, \{Op_a\}, \{Op_a, Op_c\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Based on the state of the OZ part after Op_a is executed, operation Op_b will be executed next if x = 1 and Op_c if x = 2.

We apply failures refinement to the CSP part in order to remove the non-determinism in it, where the set of traces \( tr_2 \) is no longer possible, and keep the OZ part as it is in the following concrete class C.

\[
\begin{align*}
C \quad \text{method } Op_a; Op_b; Op_c \\
& \quad \text{main } = Op_a \rightarrow Op_b \rightarrow \text{main} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
x : \mathbb{N} & \quad \text{Init } = x = 0 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{com}_a Op_a \quad \Delta(x) & \quad \text{com}_b Op_b \quad \Delta(x) \\
& \quad x' \in \{1, 2\} & \quad x = 1 \Rightarrow x' = 4 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{com}_c Op_c \quad \Delta(x) & \quad x = 2 \Rightarrow x' = 5 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Failures of A is the following

\[
\begin{align*}
\end{align*}
\]

while failures of C is as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{failures}(C) &= \{\emptyset, \{Op_b, Op_c\}, \{(Op_a), \{Op_a, Op_b\}\}, \{(Op_a, Op_b), \{Op_a, Op_c\}\}, \{(Op_a, Op_b), \{Op_a, Op_c\}\}\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

where traces(C) \( \subseteq \) traces(A) and failures(C) \( \subseteq \) failures(A), and therefore we have failures refinement with \( A \equiv_{\forall} C \).

As we can observe, although the non-determinism in the CSP part has been resolved, the corresponding non-determinism in the OZ part remains. Since the CSP part defines the order of the operations to be executed, after the execution of operation Op_a, the OZ part is restricted to only continue if the state of the class is in the state where operation Op_b is possible. However, it is still possible for the OZ part to end up with the state where only operation Op_c can be executed and not Op_b. This is due to the fact that the CSP part only defines the order of the operations of the OZ part and has nothing to do with what is going on in them.

Therefore, removing non-determinism in the CSP part does not affect the way an operation in the OZ part is carried out. It does, however, affect in terms of what operation will be applicable next and this should confirm with the way the non-determinism in the CSP part has been resolved. In the case of the above example, only Op_b is allowed to execute after Op_a. Otherwise deadlock will occur where both parts cannot synchronise on the same event. This happens when x = 2 due to the non-determinism in Op_a. Note that, the assumption traces(CSP) \( \subseteq \) traces(OZ) still holds after the refinement.

In order to avoid the deadlock problem, we must further refine the OZ part to remove the non-determinism in it. Thus, although class C is a valid refinement of class A according to [10], by keeping the OZ part equal, it is however not acceptable to get a concrete class that may deadlock. Further refinement
is needed in the OZ part to remove the problem before another refinement is applied to either part of the specification. In the case of the above example, we have to refine the OZ part as follows to avoid the deadlocking problem.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\hline
\text{method } & \text{com.} & \Delta(x) \\
D & Op_d; Op_b; Op_e & x' = 1 \\
\hline
\text{main } & \text{com.} & \Delta(x) \\
& Op_d & x = 1 \Rightarrow x' = 4 \\
& \Delta(x) & x = 2 \Rightarrow x' = 5 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

In class D above, we remove the non-determinism in \( Op_d \), and as a result \( Op_b \) is no longer possible. We still have \( A \subseteq D \) hold with \( CSP_A \subseteq \subseteq CSP_D \) in the CSP part as well as \( OZ_A \subseteq \subseteq OZ_D \) in the OZ part.

However, in the case where the non-determinism results in the same operation of the OZ part being executed, as discussed in the second scenario in subsection IV-A, no deadlock will occur and no further refinement is needed in the OZ part as well.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Refinement as a development technique in formal specification is very much related to the semantics adopted for the specification language. The integration of more than one specification languages, by interpreting the semantics of one into the other, does not mean that the refinement of the first is also applicable to the other. This is due to the fact that each refinement is defined based on the semantics adopted and different semantics interprets a specification at different level of detail. Hence, understanding the restrictions and influences of one refinement to the other part of an integrated specification can give insight into the potentials and limitations of a specification towards an implementation.

The integration of behavioural and state views of CSP-OZ has restricts the refinements that are applicable to either side of a CSP-OZ specification. This may as well affects the initial requirements of a specification (properties), where only certain requirements are preserved in the concrete specification. The results discussed in this paper can be used as the first step in verifying the fulfillment of requirements in refining an integrated specification.
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